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Abstract

The objective of this work is to investigate the characteristics of discharges

includmg reactive species concentration, ultraviolet (UV) and vacuum ultraviolet (VUV)

radiation, and tail electron temperature under microwave (MW), radio frequency (RF), and

dual-frequency (MW/RF) conditions.

Actmometry is employed to indicate the reladve atomic oxygen concentration [0]r in

02 plasma, and the relative atomic hydrogen concentration [H]r in Ar/CH4 and N2/CH4

mixtures. In the [0]r study, the trends of [0]r are measured as a function of MW or RF

power, axial position in the plasma reactor, oxygen pressure, and flow rate of Oz feed gas.

The [0]r values are found to be spatially non-uniform, and higher MW power or RF power

and pressure result in larger [0]r values. The excitation channels of atomic oxygen

emission Unes at 777. Inm and at 844. 6nm are also discussed. In the [H]r stody, the trends

of [H]r are investigated as a funcdon of AT and N2 concentration in CH4 feed. Increases of

[HQr in CH4 are found when Ar and N3 are added.

A vacuum ultraviolet spectrometer is used to monitor the UV and VUV radiation

from MW, RF, and MW/RF plasmas of Ar, Oz,  N4, Hz, and N2. Our results show that

the MW/RF and the RF plasmas yield more intense radiation than that in the MW plasma.

The use ofreladve optical emission intensity ratio of different emission Unes allows



us to monitor the temperature of tail elecfcrons, with the assumpdons of Maxwellian

distnbudon and electron unpact excitadon. In this work, we present the experimental

results of the dependence of tail electron temperature Te<t) on axial posidon, MW power (or

RF bias), and gas pressure in the argon plasma.



Sommaire

Au cours des demieres annees, nous sommes temoins d'une augmentation rapide

de 1'imponance des techniques plasma dans 1'industrie de la microelectronique. Ils s'agit de

techniques dites "seches" qui tendent a remplacer les procedes chimiques en solutions

liquides hazardeux et qui peuvent contaiminer les echandllons. Les methodes par plasmas

basses pressions se sont parriculierement distinguees par leur proprete, leur grande

reproducdbilite et leur adaptabilite pour 1'automarisarion. C'est grace a ces caracteristiques

que les techniques plasmas sont de plus en plus importantes dans d'autres domaines

comme 1'electrotechnologie, 1'industrie de 1'automobile, etc.

Habituellement, pour obtenir un plasma basse pression, on opere dans une

intervalle de pression se situant entre 10-3 et 10 Ton-. Ceci correspond a des densites

electroniques de 1'ordre de 109 a 1012cm-3, impliquant un faible niveau d'ionisation.

Le plasma basse pression peut etre utilise pour trois processus techniques

imponants, soient:

(i) 1'enlevement de materiau par gravure seche;

(ii) 1c depot de films minces organiques (comme les polymeres ou Ie diamant cristallin) et

inorganiques (comme les materiaux isolants, semi-conducteurs et metalliques);

(iii) la modificadon de surface - dans ce cas, il n'y a ni d'enlevement ni d'ajout de materiau,

mais la composition et la structure des quelques couches de molecules a la surface de

1 echandllon sont changees par Ie controle des parametres de plasma pour soil ameliorer

1'adhesion, la mouillabilite, la tribologie, etc.

Les decharges radio-frequentielles (RF: . 13. 56MHz) sont utilisees plus souvent

pour les processus chimiques par plasma, comme la gravure du silicium. Pour ce qui est de
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cette technique, 1c champ RF est couple par capacity aux electrodes a 1'interieur du systeme

de gravure. Les especes acdves provenant du plasma reagissent avec la partie exposee du

substrat pour former des composes volatiles. Puisque I'enlevement des produits de la

gravure est 1'etape qui limite Ie processus, on peut augmenter grandement 1'efficacite en

superposant un bombardement ionique - gravure ionique reactive ("reactive ion etching",

RIE). Dans ce cas, les substrats sont places sur 1'electrode RF active ou il y a une forte

polarisation negadve continue causee par la mobilite differente des electrons et des ions.

Cependant, la technique RIE endommage la surface des echantillons a cause de ce

bombardement ionique energetique. Un autre probleme se pose lorsque 1'on considere

1'incapacite d'operer 1c plasma RF a de tres basses pressions (< ImTorr) pour reduire la

contamination de surface et ameliorer la qualite de la gravure. Une densite relativement

faible du plasma consdtue une autre limitation au plasma RF.

On pone une attention grandissante a 1'utilisation du plasma excite par les

frequences micro-ondes (MW : 2.45GHz) pour 1c depot de films minces et pour la gravure

de modfs. Generalement, Ie plasma MW offre des caracterisdques comme la creation d'une

haute densite d'ions de faibles energies, une grande concentration d'especes excites, et

1'utilisation efficace du gaz. Pour ce mode de decharge, il n'y a pas d'electrodes

directement exposees au plasma, ce qui a 1'effet de reduire la possibilite de contamination

provenant du procede.

L'utilisation du plasma dans des domaines autres que la microelectronique requiert

generalement des conditions qui permettent Ie traitement rapide de grandes surfaces. II en

est ainsi pour des applications comme les revetements protecteurs en technologie spariale,

les barrieres centre la permeation des gaz, les reverements optiques, etc. A la lumiere de ces

nouveaux defis, il appen qu'une combinaision des avantages des modes de decharge RF et

MW, sous Ie nom de plasma en mode double MW/RF, semble etre une voie pleine de
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promesse pour un meilleur controle de la gravure, et des depots. Pour la technique

MW/RF, Ie substrat est place sur I'electrode RF active tout en etant simultanement expose

au plasma MW, systeme qui permet Ie controle independant du flux et de 1'energie

moyenne des ions qui bombardent 1c substrat.

Meme si les traitements par plasma ont ete utilises depuis plusieurs decennies, les

etudes qui examinent systematiquement I'effet de la frequence sont relarivement peu

nombreuses; ceci s'applique particulierement aux decharges MW/RF, ou la tres haute

frequence MW et la basse frequence RF sont appliques simultanement. De nouvelles

connaissances sur ce type de decharge peuvent potentiellement conduire a une utilisation

plus efficace des traitements par plasma.

Les plasma d'oxygene ont etc utilises abondamment pour Ie decapage de la

photoresine, la gravure de polymeres et 1'applicadon de muld-couches en VLSI (integration

a tres grande echelle). II existe certaines caracterisitiques necessaires a une gravure efficace

de la photoresine dont un taux de gravure eleve, un profil anisorrope, une grande selecrivite

du substrat par rapport au masque, et de faibles dommages au substrat. La qualite de la

gravure depend des parametres du plasma comme la puissance appliquee, la polarisation

du substrat, la pression du gaz, 1c debit du gaz, etc. Puisque Ie taux de gravure en RIE

depend a la fois de 1'energie des ions et de la concentration des especes, il est important de

connaitre la concentration d'oxygene atomique en function des parametres du plasma pour

une meilleure comprehension des processus chimiques et physiques dans Ie plasma.

Un autre procede plasma de grand interet est d'obtenir, a basse pression. Ie depot

de couches minces de diamant et de simili-diamant ("diamond like carbon", DLC) dans Ie

methane. La concentration d'hydrogene atomique est liee au niveau de decomposidon du

methane. Une comprehension complete des mecanismes requiert, done, 1'emde de la
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concentration de la concentration relative de I'hydrogene atomique [H]r dans Ie phase

gazeuse du plasma.

En plus d'etre une source d'especes chimiquement reactives (par exemple, les

atomes d'oxygene ou d'hydrogene). Ie plasma est ausi un emetteur de radiations

electromagnetiques allant de 1'ultraviolet lointain ("vacuum ultraviolet", VUV) jusqu'a

1'infrarouge. Les photons UV et VUV sont capables d'initier des reactions

photochimiques, par exemple Ie bris de liaisons covalentes C-H ou C-C au sein de

materiaux polymeriques.

Parmi les diverses methodes utilisees comme diagnostic des processus physiques et

chimiques dans Ie plasma, 1'une des plus puissantes est la spectroscopie d'emission

("optical emission spectroscopy", OES). Elle permet d'identifier les especes actives dans Ie

plasma dont la desexcitation s'accompagne par une emission de photons, normalement

dans la gamme de longueurs d'onde 200nm<^.<900nm. L'appareillage requis pour cette fin

comprend un monochromateur et un photodetecteur pour mesurer la lumiere dispersee;

1'appareil particulier utilise dans nos etudes est un analyseur optique mulricanaux ("optical

multichannel analyser", OMA) dont 1c detecteur est une barette de 512 photodiodes.

La relation entre I'intensite d'emission optique provenant du plasma et la

concentration de son espece gazeuse a 1'etat fondamental est fort complexe, car la valeur de

1'intensite mesuree depend non seulement de la concentration de cette espece mais aussi de

la fonction de disttriburion en energie des electrons ("electron energy distribution function",

EEDF). Les deux, a leurs tours, dependent des parametres externes du plasma (pression,

frequence, puissance,... ). La methode dite "acrinometrique" a ete proposee pour la

premiere fois en 1980 afin de pouvoir sep&rer 1'effet de 1'EEDF et celui de la concentration

des especes; scion cette methode, Ie rapport d'intensites d'emissions optiques peut servir

afin d'estimer la concentration relative de certaines especes a 1'etat fondamantal. En



pardculier, l'intensit6 Ix provenant de 1'espece sous etude X, est comparee a la valuer IA

provenant du gaz acdnometrique, un gaz ajoute au plasma en concentration faible et

constante. Cette methode de nonnalisation permet de compenser les variations de Ix dues

aux variadons du taux d'excitation liees, par exemple, a differentes EEDF, plutot qu'a un

changement en concentration de 1'espece a 1'etat fondamental. Les trois conditions

necessaires pour assurer que Ie rapport IX/IA est proportionnel a [X]/[A], Ie rapport des

concentradons des especes en jeu, sont les suivantes:

(i) les especes excitees X et A sont produites a partir des atomes ou molecules a 1'etat

fondamental par collisions electroniques;

(ii) Ie seul mode de desexcitation de X et A est par voie d'emission de photons;

(iii) les sections efficaces pour excitation par collisions electroniques de X et A sont

caracterisees par des variations en fonction de 1'energie electronique et des seuils d energie

tres voisines.

L'objecrif principal de cette recherche a ete d'entreprendre une etude systemarique

des trois types de decharges(MW, RF et MW/RF) dans 1'02 et 1c  N4, a 1'aide de la

methode acrinometrique. Dans la premirere partie (section 3. 1) 1'actinometrie est comparee

a d'autres methodes diagnosriques des plasmas, tout en indiquant 1'effet du choix d'un gaz

actinometrique paniculier. Les parties experimentales principales (sections 3.2 et 3. 3) sont

consacrees a 1'etude des effets de divers parametres externes du plasma (puissance,

pression, ... ) sur Ie rapport I^/IA (X=0, H). On a egalement etudie sa variation spatiale

entre les electrodes a I'aide d'un disposidf micrometrique con?u a cette fin, et 1'on analyse

ensuite les rendements relatifs des reactions en phase gazeuse pour les cas MW, RF et

MW/RF. Ces resultats sont compares a ceux provenant d'autres laboratoires, y compris

des mesures absolues de [0] obtenues par voie de titrarion ou par spectrophotometrie

vuv.
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Pour Ie cas du plasma d'oxygene, 1'actinometrie a ete utilisee pour mesurer la

concentration relative d'oxygene atomique [0]r, Ie gaz acrinometrique principal utilisee

etant 1'argon (Ar); cependant, 1'azote (N3), lui-aussi, s'est avere utile comme acdnometre.

[0]r a etc mesure en foncdon de la position axiale dans Ie reacteur, de la puissance MW (ou

de la polarisation RF), de la pression, et du flux de gaz. La concentration relative [0]r s'est

averee etre spatialement non-uniforme; une haute valeur de la puissance MW ou de la

puissance RF et une pression elevee entrmnent une valeur elevee de [0]r. On a egalement

etudie 1c mecanisme des excitations de I'oxygene atomique a 777. 1 nm et a 844. 6 nm.

Dans Ie cas de 1'hydrogene, la concentration relative [H]r dans Ie CHLt a etc etudiee en

fonction du pourcentage d'Ar et de N2. L'ajout de ces gaz a conduit a une augmentation de

[H]r dans Ie  N4.

Un spectrophotometre ultraviolet a ete utilise pour etudier les rayonnements UV et

VUV emis par des plasmas MW, RF et MW/RF d'Ar, 02,  N4, Hz et N2. Nos resultats

montrent que les decharges MW/RF et RF emettent un rayonnemenr nettement plus intense

que celui provenant du plasma MW.

L'utilisation du rapport relatif d'intensite d'emission optique provenant de

differentes raies permet d'etudier la temperature d'electrons energetiques sous 1'hypothese

d'une distribution Maxwellienne et d'une excitation par collisions electroriiques. Dans ce

travail, nous presentons les resultats experimentaux de la variation de la temperature

electronique en fonction de la position axiale, de la puissance MW (ou de la polarisation

RF ) et de la pression partielle du gaz dans I'argon.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Low Pressure Plasma Processes

Due to the prominence of plasma techniques in the semiconductor industry, there

has been significant interest in low pressure plasma processing in recent years. The distinct

advantages of low pressure plasma processing over conventional techniques include its

capability for clean, highly reproducible and automatic operation. As a dry technique,

plasma processing has begun to replace hazardous, polluting, wet-chemical processes in

microelectronic fabrication.

This is also one of the reasons why plasma techniques are increasingly important

for industrial applications in other fields such as electrotechnolbgy, automotive industry,

etc.

1.1.1 General Considerations

Plasma is the matter in the form of an electnfied gas with the atoms and molecules

partially dissociated into positive ions and negative electrons. In a plasma, the electrons are

liberated from the atoms and acquire complete freedom of motion. With the loss of some of

their electrons, atoms and molecules acquire a positive electnc charge; they are then called



positive ions. Thus, a plasma is a gas consisting of posidvely and negatively charged

particles in such proportions that the total charge is near zero. Freely moving charge

carriers can transport electric current; in other words, a plasma is a conducting gas. The

motion of particles in the plasma takes place in such a way that the ion cannot be separated

from the electrons over distances exceeding the Debye length; this motion is termed

collective. In general, plasma is defined as a quasineutral gas of charged and neutral

pardcles which exhibits collective behavior. Usually low pressure plasma processes are

performed in a range from 10-3 to about lOTorr. Typical electron densities are in the order

of 10+9 - 10+12 cm-3 meaning a low degree of ionization (10-3 - 10-4). In the plasma of

electrical discharges, the electrons gain sufficient energy from the external electnc field

leading to ionization and excitation due to inelastic collisions with the gaseous species.

Because of their high mobility and low collision frequency, the electrons in the plasma bulk

possess a substantially higher energy (or temperature) than the other heavier species, and

they initiate fhermodynamically nonequilibrium physical and chemical processes.

Low pressure plasma can be used for three technologically important processes:

(i) etching - dry removal of materials.

(ii) deposition of organic (such as plasma polymers, or crystalline diamond) or inorganic

thin films (such as insulating, semiconducting and metallic materials).

(iii) surface modification - in this process material is neither added nor removed, but the

composition and structure of a few molecular layers at the materials' surface are

controUably changed by the plasma, so as to improve adhesion, wettability, dye uptake,

tnbology, etc.

In the vicinity of a wall or for a surface immersed into the plasma, deviadon from

the quasineutrality occurs. In this region - the sheath - a potential drop exists which can

accelerate the charged particles, because the surface is negadve with respect to the plasma

potendal. Thus the positive ions contribute to the plasma-surface interactions. Ion



bombardment of the material surface can lead to sputtering, breakage of chemical bonds,

ion mcorporation, heating, and other forms of energy dissipation. These phenomena can be

used to control the anisotropic plasma etching, growth, and microstructure of fUms (1-3).

The radio frequency (RF: 13. 56MHz) discharge has most often been employed for

plasma chemical processes such as the etching of siUcon. In this technique the RF field is

capacidvely coupled to the electrodes inside the etching system. The active species from the

plasma react with the exposed substrate material forming volatile compounds. Since the

removal of the etch products is the process-limiting step, this effect can be efficiently

enhanced by superiinposed ion bombardment - reactive ion etching (RIE). In RIE, the

substrates are placed on the RF-powered electrode where a large negative direct current

(DC) bias develops due to the difference in mobility of ions and electrons, and due to the

possibility of a large ratio of the grounded and powered electrode areas. However, the ME

technique is known to cause damage at the sample surface because of this energetic ion

bombardment. Another problem arises due to an incapability to operate the RF plasma at

low pressures (<lmTorr) which would reduce surface contamination and improve etching

patterns. A relatively low plasina density is another limitation of RF plasma.

Increasing attendon is being paid to the use of plasma excited at microwave (MW)

frequencies (e.g. 2.45GHz) for thin film deposidon or pattern etching (4). Generally, the

MW plasma offers other features, such as the generation of a high density of low energy

ions, a high concentration of excited species, and efficient gas utilizadon (5). In the MW

discharge there are no electrodes direcdy exposed to the plasma (which can contaminate the

process). Also, MW plasma can be operated at low pressure.

On the other hand, the use of plasma in the reactors other than microelectronics

requires the conditions which allow processing of large areas at high rates and at low

substrate temperature. This applies for materials such as protective coating for space

technology, barriers against gas permeadon, optical coatings etc (4). In the light of the new
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challenges, a combination of the advantages of both the RF and the MW discharges in the

so called dual mode MW/RF plasma appears very promising (6) for better control of

etching or deposition. In this MW/RF technique the substrate is placed on the RF powered

electrode while bemg simultaneously exposed to the MW plasma. This arrangement allows

us to control the electron density and the energy of ion flux independently (7, 8).

Even if plasma processes have been used for several decades, the number of works

systematically investigating the effect of frequency is reladvely limited (9, 10). This applies

particularly to the MW/RF discharge, where a high frequency (MW) and a lower frequency

(RF) power are applied simultaneously. The further development in this subject is needed.

The new knowledge of MW/RF plasma will lead to the better using of plasma technique.

1.1.2 Plasma-Surface Interactions

Plasma represents a very complex environment, and associated plasma-surface

interactions can affect an exposed material's microstructure and properties. The plasma-

surface interactions include ion bombardment, the effect of reactive species on the surface,

and the effect of irradiation by energetic photons.

Oxygen plasmas have been used extensively for photoresist stripping, polymer

etching, and multilayer resist applicadon in VLSI (very large scale integration) (11-13).

Some requirements for photoresist etching may include high etch rate, anisotropic profile,

high selectivity over the substrate and mask, and low substrate damage. The etching quality

has been found (14, 15) to depend on plasma parameters including applied power, substrate

bias, gas pressure, and flow rate etc. Since the etch rate in RIE depends on both ion energy

and species concentration, the knowledgement of atomic oxygen concentration as a



function of plasma parameters is required for better understanding of chemical and physical

processes in the plasma.

Atomic oxygen interacdon with polymers is also important because polymers are

widely used as spacecraft materials. The operation of many spacecraft has shown that

atomic oxygen seriously erodes polymers used as a functional materials (16). In low earth

orbit (LEO) the concentration of molecular oxygen in space environment appears to be

insignificant compared to that at the earth's surface (17), but the actual flux of atoms

impinging on an orbiting vehicle is quite high because of the satellite orbital velocity of

8km/sec, which corresponds to an incident atomic oxygen energy of 5eV. The investigation

of oxygen atom concentradon [0] in ground-based systems for simulation of the neutral

atomic oxygen environment in LEO is useful in studying of the effects of atomic oxygen on

the erosion of polymer based materials.

The plasma processing used for diamond and diamond like carbon (DLC) fihn

deposition at low pressure is also of great interest, and it is currently being investigated in

this laboratory (2, 7, 18, 19). In 1981, Spitsyn et al. (20) suggested that atomic hydrogen is

the species responsible for the etching of graphite during the diamond growth process.

Since that time, the role of atomic hydrogen is regarded as being very important for

diamond growth, in which the methane based plasma is widely used for diamond and DLC

deposition. The methyl radical CHs is considered as the principal species responsible for

diamond or DLC film growth (21-23); hence, the atomic hydrogen concentration is coupled

to the degree of decomposition of methane. The experimental results of this laboratory

mentioned above confirm that atomic hydrogen in DLC deposidon is an important factor.

A complete understanding of the mechanism requires investigation of atomic hydrogen

concentration [H] in the gas phase in methane based plasma.

Besides the optical emission spectrum in visible and near infrared regions, the

ultraviolet (UV) and vacuum ultraviolet CVUV) emission from low pressure plasma is also



important in plasma processing, as the radiation from plasma may cause damage on the

substrate. Usually the plasma damage is referred to the undesirable changes that occur to

materials exposed to plasmas. The manifestation of damage depends on the discharge

properties, on the species present in the plasma, and on the properties of the material that is

exposed to the plasma. Recent studies (24,25) show that the plasma induced damage is not

only a result of high ion energies but also of long plasma exposure times, probably due to

the greater accumuladon of UV and VUV radiation effects.

In treatment of polymers, the radiation can cause crosslinking on the surface of the

polymer. Crosslinking occurs in polymer surfaces exposed to plasmas which are effective

at creating free radicals in the polymer: the VUV and UV light attacks the polymer surface

and breaks C-C and C-H bonds, leaving radicals in the surface. For example, almost all of

the observed radiadon from an oxygen plasma is from the first excited state of the oxygen

radical at 1302A (26). A photon at this wavelength has an energy of 220KcaVmole, which

is about double the bond strength of the C-C or C-H bond, so that the radiation can readily

cause vacuum-ultraviolet photochemistry.

The plasma generally acts as a broad-band UV lamp, for it can contain spectral

emissions in the range from a few tens to a few hundreds of nanometers. Since the UV

absorbed energy obeys Beer's law (27), the UV radiation intensity is an important

parameter which affects materials surfaces.

1.2 Optical Emission Spectroscopy of Plasmas

Various plasma diagnostics are used for the study of plasma parameters and of the

physical and chemical processes. The principal diagnostic tools that are currently employed

for basic invesdgation and for technological applications include the following: Langmuir



probes, mass (or ion) spectroscopy, optical emission spectroscopy (OES), microwave

interferometry, laser techniques (eg. laser induced fluorescence), and others. The

diagnostic measurements provide plasma parameters such as electron temperature Te,

electron density ne, gas composition, concentrations of ground state or excited species,

neutral or ionized, electnc field distiibution, electron energy distnbution function (EEDF),

etc.

Diagnostic techniques can be divided into two general categories: ex situ, and m

situ. The common characteristic of ex situ techniques is that they sample a specific amount

of the plasma reactor's contents, and transfer it elsewhere for examination. These analydcal

techniques include neutral and ion mass spectroscopy, chemical titradon via downstream

reacdon, etc. An advantage of the ex situ techniques is that they allow the full power of

numerous analytical techniques to be employed. The main drawback of ex situ techniques

is that the concentrations of many highly reactive species, ions, free radicals, can be largely

modified during their journey from the reactor.

The in situ techniques can be divided into two groups: intrusive and non-intrusive.

An example of an in situ intrusive technique is the use of a Langmuir probe, which is

directly immersed into the plasma. On the other hand, the OES technique can be used in-

situ, but it does not perturb the plasma.

One of the very powerful techniques is laser diagnostics. During the past twenty-

five years these techniques were developed rapidly, which allow characterization of

complex discharges; they can be used for the measurement of electron and ion densities, the

vibradonal and rotational temperatures, or levels ofpardcle populadons. This technique is

also suitable for the measurement of the ground state concentration of species (28), and

measurements of the local electnc field (29, 30). In general, however, it is still difficult to

measure energy distributions by this approach.
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1.2. 1 General Considerations

The completely non-intmsive technique of OES consists of the analysis of optical

emission from the plasma zone. The emission characteristics are related to the

concentradons of active species such as atoms, radicals, excited molecules, and which

results in photons emitted in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV), near UV, and the visible

regions.

Plasma-induced emission can arise from electron impact excitation,

X+e ->X* + e (1)

electron impact dissociation

XY+e-->X*+Y+e (2)

or an ion impact process,

X++e(+M)->X*(+M) (3)

where X and Y are atoms or molecules, * indicates the excited emitting species, and e(+M)

may be a neutral species, a negadve ion, an electron plus a third body, or a surface.

If emission mainly arises from reaction (1), then the emission intensity of species X

is given by (31):

I, °= X* oc nepq JM ^e)o,^/^d6 (4)

where [X] is the ground state concentration of species "X", e is the electron energy, Ox(e)

is the electron impact excitation cross section, f(e) is the electron energy distnbudon

funcdon (EEDF), Efhx is the threshold energy for the process under consideration.

The equation (4) indicates that (i) the OES technique relies on the detection of

emission from plasma species in excited electronic states (associated with [X]*); (ii) the

emission intensity depends on the electron density ne, species concentration [X], excitadon



cross secdon Ox(e). and the EEDF. (ui) OES is suitable to identify species in plasma, due

to OTx(e) and Ethx being species-specific.

Usually, OES techniques can be used to identify the species emitting from plasma in

the spectral region between 200nm and 900nm. This is because the OES requires a

monochromator to disperse the plasma emission and a photodetector to measure the

dispersed radiation. In the region mentioned above, silicon detectors (used most often)

have adequate sensitivity. In the VUV region (below 190nm), vacuum enclosures are

required to prevent absorpdon by air or by window materials.

In general, the spectrum from electronic transitions (difference of energy levels Ae =

1-20e V) occurs in near infrared, visible, and UV regions. The spectrum from rotationally

excited levels (Ae < 0.5e V) and vibrationally excited levels (Ae = 0.05 - 1.0e V) occurs in

the infrared (ER) region. Since these signals (^ >190nm) are many orders of magnitude

weaker than visible-UV radiadon, these emissions must be monitored by an IR-detector.

Consequently, reladvely few studies have been performed in the DR. region for low pressure

plasma.

1.2. 1. 1 Actinometry

The relationship between the optical emission intensity and the species concentration

of feed gas in the ground state is quite complicated. From equation (4), we notice that it is

not straightforward to derive the value of [X] from Ix directly, since the value of intensity

depends not only on the concentration but also on the EEDF, and both the species

concentration in the ground state and the EEDF depend on the technique conditions..

In the actinometnc technique, proposed in 1980 (32) to separate the effects of

species concentration and EEDF, the ratio of optical emission intensity provides an estimate
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of relative species concentrations in the ground state. The value of Ix &om the species of

interest is compared to that of IA from an actmometer - a gas added to the plasma in small,

constant quantities. This normalizadon compensates the changes in Ix values due to the

variations of excitation rate, resulting, for example, from a different EEDF, rather than

from an actual change in the species concentration in the ground state. The following three

conditions are necessary to ensure that the emission intensity ratio IX/IA is proportional to

the concentration ratio [X]/[A], of the species of interest X and of the actinometer A:

(i) the excited species X and A are produced by electron impact excitation of the ground

state atoms or molecules;

(ii) the excited species decay only by photon emission;

(iii) the electron impact excitation cross sections for X and A have similar excitation

threshold energies and shapes as a function of electron energy.

Conditions (i) and (iii) are used to ensure a similar behavior of the species of

interest and of the actinometer in the discharge. Condition (ii) is important for the use of

OES as a diagnostic technique.

When the conditions mentioned above are satisfied, electron impact excitation is

balanced by optical emission, and the proportionality constant C in the relationship below is

demonstrated to be independent of plasma parameters (31, 32):

^J^e)a, (e)^dE
£^e)CTA(e)v/?de

^^pqJe, " "'v ^ _^|x]
iA~[A]r,, ,, /-^. ""[A] (5)

where <?x and OA are excitation cross secdons, e is the electron energy, Eihx and EihA are

the excitation threshold energies, and C is a constant. We can write the equadon (5) in the

shorter fonn

[X]oc[I^A][A] (6)
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here the term IX/IAIS called the actinometnc ratio in actmometry technique (31, 32); [A] is

the concentration of actinometer, and [X] is defined in equation (4).

From the above relation we can see that the species concentration [X] is

proportional to the product of the acdnometnc rado IX/IA and actinometer concentration [A].

So that, [X] varies directly with the change of IX/IA at a constant [A]. When Cobum and

Chen (32) developed the actinometry model, they use this relation to monitor [X]. Usually,

[A] must be constant in this technique.

Here, however, the equation (6) just provides the proportionality relation between

Ix/lAand [X]; it does not give us the numerical value of [X], in other words, the

actinometry technique cannot be used as an absolute measure of species concentration. The

actinometric rado IX/IA being in arbitrary units, it just tells us the reladve value of [X]. In

the following work, the respecdve actinometric ratios in arbitrary units are employed as a

estimation of relative atomic oxygen concentradon [0]r and relative atoinic hydrogen

concentration [H]r as function of various discharge conditions.

Notice that a constant [A] is required in the acdnometry model. Indeed, the direct

proportion reladon between IX/IA and [X] holds only when [A] = constant is satisfied(see

equation 6). To extend this model to the study of pressure dependence, where the

percentage of actinometer in the feed gas is constant but [A] rises with the total pressure,

Coburn and Chen (33) used the normalized actinometric ratio (which is obtained by

dividing the actmometric ratio Ix/lAby the actinometer's pardal pressure PA so as to obtain

IX/IA at constant actinometer concentration) as a measure of [X]. In other words, the

normalized actmometnc ratio O[X/IA)/PA then replaces the actmometnc ratio I-K/IA to represent

the relative value of [X] in a pressure dependence study.

From the above description of the actinometry model, we have found that the

actinometric ratio may serve as a measure of the relative concentration of species. So far

this model has been very successful in a variety of plasmas: Donnelly and co-workers (34)
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have monitored F atoms downstream from the discharge, compared with an evaluation

using chemical titration. The authors found that the IP/IAT ratio well reflects [F] in

CF4/02/Ar and in NFs/Ar plasmas. Ibbotson et al (35) used Ar as an actinometer for [Br]

monitoring in Br2 plasma. In their work, the Brz concentration was measured by

absorption spectroscopy, and [Br] was deduced from reduction of Brz concentration due

to dissociation in the plasma. The IBI/IAT ratio was found to follow the [Br] value.

Actinometry has been applied for CCU discharges by Tiller et al. (36). A quantitatively

reliable measurement of CC1 concentration has been confirmed by laser-induced

fluorescence (LH7) spectoroscopy. Of particular importance has been the use ofactinometry

in oxygen-containing discharges: the relative concentration of atomic oxygen [0]r in the 02

and the O^/CF^ plasmas has been measured by Walkup et al (37), and compared with the

data from LIF measurement. In their actinometric approach the authors used the lines Io-

844. 6nm and lAj-750. 4nm. The ratio lo/lAr was found to follow the independently

determined [0] value over a wide range of conditions, including the variations of RF power

and percentage of CF4. Recently, the observations mentioned above has been confirmed by

Amorim et al (38) for the case of a discharge in pure oxygen.

Mucha et al. (39) measured the reladve atomic hydrogen concentration [H]r in a

diamond growth system (CH4/H2/02) using actinometry, where values of [H]r are

monitored using the relative intensity of the hydrogen Bahner line (656. 3nm) to the Ar line

(750. 4nm). The Balmer line (656. 3nm) was also used by other groups to monitor [H]r in

plasma of hydrogen-containing gases including CH4, CH4/H2, and CO/H2/He, aU in

plasma deposition ofDLC (40-42).

We have now seen that the actmomefiry technique appears to be successful in the

measuring of various species relative concentration in different plasmas.
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1.2. 1.2 Vacuum Ultraviolet (VUV) Spectroscopy

Low pressure plasma is a source of electromagnetic radiation extending from VUV

X-ray vuv Ultraviolet Visible Near-infra-red

0.2nm 200nm 400nm 750nm

Fig. 1. 1 Spectroscopic regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.

to the infra-red (IR) regions (see Figure 1. 1). We can see that the entire vacuum ultraviolet

region is down to about 0.2iun. Thus the VUV region overlaps the soft X-ray region (0. 2-

30nm). The difference between the regions is simply that VUV or optical radiation

corresponds to energy changes of the outer electrons of an atom or ion, while X-radiation

corresponds to energy changes of the inner electrons.

Until now, most studies of the plasma-materials interactions have been oriented

towards the effects of ions, electrons, and neutral species, whUe only very few studies

have been devoted to effects involving UV photons, particularly VUV radiation.

Difficulties in this latter region mainly arise from the absorption of radiation by matter

below 190nm, and from a lack of materials transparent at A. ̂  llOnm. For high pressure,

high temperature plasina, the spectral lines and the continuum radiation are far stronger in

the VUV region than in the visible and near UV, while VUV radiation from low pressure

plasma is relatively weak. VUV spectra from low pressure cold plasma have been reported
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(26, 43), the mam modification in experimental procedure resides in evacuadon of the

specttroscopi c system.

' Resonance '
1 lamp i
I

- Plasma reactor - ! VLnr7

surfatron
cavity

MgF^

gas inlets
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~\
pumps

pump

MW applicator

detection

vuv
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Fig. 1.2 Schematic diagram of the resonance absorpdon apparams(from Ref. 45).

Recently, absolute oxygen atom concentrations in plasmas have been detemiined by

VUV resonance absorption at 130nm (38, 44,45). In this method an independently excited

source is used to produce resonance radiation at 130nm from atomic ox^'gen. This light is

passed through the plasma where it is attenuated due to absorption by ground state oxygen

atoms (see figure 1.2). The attenuation of the beam intensity may be directly related to the

number of atoms in fhe optical path with a knowledge of the transition probability and of

the spectral profiles of the source emission and of the absorption. The observed absorption

rate is given by

A=l-(Ioa/Iob) (7)
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Here lob is the initial source intensity (before passing through the plasma) and loais

the intensity after passing plasma.

The dependence of A on the ground state atomic oxygen concentration can be

calculated by integrating numerical method. The details of calculation of the dependence of

the absorpdon rate on the 0 atom concentration are given by Refs. 44 and 45. Comparing

the observed A and the calculated one, the absolute atomic oxygen concentradon can be

obtamed.

In order to measure [0] using this method, it is necessary to have an independent

excitation source to produce the 0 emission line at 130nm. In our laboratory, we do not

have this capability. Therefore, we cannot perform this measurement. An alternative

approach for detennining [0] is titradon with N02 (50).

1.2.2 Tail Electron Temperature

It is known that the majority of the electrons involved in the plasma collision

processes, such as excitadon and ionization, are those with sufficiently high energy. These

electrons absorb energy from the external by applied field, and produce the reactive neutrals

and ions. Therefore, understanding the electron kinetic energy, i. e. the electron

temperature, is important to an understanding of plasma processes.

To study the energetic electrons in low pressure plasma, a two-electron group

model (2-EGM) was proposed by Vriens in 1973 (46). According to this model, elecfa-ons

in the plasma can be distinguished into two groups: one group represents the bulk electrons

with electron energies e < Eih, while the second group represents the "tail electrons" with

energies £ > EA (Ea being the first inelastic threshold energy). In this way, the 2-EGM
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specifies the high-energy tail of the electron energy distribution with an electron

temperature different from that of the bulk: the tail temperature. The most important feature

of 2-EGM, then, is the subdivision of the electrons into two different groups, each

described by it's own characteristic temperature.

Since the tail electron group has a high energy, it is very effective in interacting with

neutral species in the plasma. In previous studies, the high-temperature electron tail

phenomena have been studied using Langmuir probes. Rossnagel and Kaufman (47)

reported the presence of a high-temperature electron tail in a He discharge. Sheridan et al.

(48) investigated the tail temperature in a sputtering magnetron plasma. However, few

optical spectroscopic measurements of tail electron temperature of plasmas have so far

been reported. Since optical emission is excited by electrons with energies above the

excitation threshold, it is the tail electrons which are mainly responsible for optical emission

from low pressure plasma, i.e. tail electron group of 2-EGM. Thus, the optical emission

from the plasma should be related to the tail electron group. In this work we develop a

method to estimate the tail electron temperature Te^ using opdcal emission spectroscopy.

1.3 Objectives of This Work

The principal aim of the present work is to systematically study the chaiacteristics of

three types of discharges, namely MW, RF and MW/RF. This investigation will be done

for two different considerations leading to (i) plasma etching, such as in an oxygen plasma,

and (ii) plasma deposition, such as in a case when methane is used. The effects wiU be

studied using optical emission spectroscopy (OES), and its modification known as

actinometry.
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In the first part of this work (section 3. 1) the actinometric approach mentioned

above wm be described and compared to other plasma diagnostic methods. Then, the effect

of different acdnometric gases on the diagnostic measurements will be studied. The

principal part of the experimental study (secdon 3. 2 and 3.3) wiU be devoted to the effects

of various external plasma parameters (such as power, pressure, etc) on the acdnometric

ratio, which indicates the relative species concentrations in the plasma of oxygen (atomic

oxygen 0) and methane (atomic hydrogen H). The spatial distributions of actinometric ratio

in the interelectrode region is also investigated. The results will then be analyzed with

respect to the efficiency of gas phase reacdons in MW, RF and MW/RF plasma, and will

be compared with the results of other workers, for example, with the results from VUV

measurements.

In the Appendbt I, radiation emitted from the plasma in the UV and VUV region

(down to wavelength 1 lOnm) wiU be analysed, and the characteristics of the MW, RF, and

MW/RF discharges wiU be compared.

In the Appendix II, we describe a method to evaluate the average temperature of tail

electron group Te<t) by using OES in an Ar plasma under the MW, RF, and MW/I^F

conditions. We present the experimental results of dependence of Te<1) on plasma

parameters such as power, pressure, and axial position.



CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

2. 1 DuaI-Frequency Plasma Reactor

The experimental set-up is shown schematically in Fig.2. 1. The microwave

(2. 45GHz) power from a 1.5kW generator is delivered to the vacuum chamber by a

rectangular periodic slow-wave structure. The incident, reflected and transmitted powers

are monitored via directional couplers, and indicated on power meters. A three stub tuner is

used for adjustment of minimum reflected power. The slow-wave structure delivers the

MW electromagnetic field energy into the plasma chamber through a fused sUica window,

and it thereby excites the MW discharge, while the power transmitted through the slow-

wave stmcmre is absorbed by a high power dry load.

The plasma chamber is a 510x150x615mm rectangular steel vessel. The RF

(13. 56MHz) aluminum cathode (150mm in diameter), is placed at a distance of 32mm from

the window, and it is capacitively coupled to the RF power supply. The forward and

reflected RF powers are monitored using RF power meters, and the RF-mduced negative

dc self-bias voltage on the cathode is measured with respect to ground, using an RF choke.

The plasma is produced in the space between the window and the RF cathode in a

region of about 300x3 2x150mm. In this so-called "large volume microwave plasma

(LMP)" system, the plasma can be generated either with "pure" RF or MW excitation, or in

a dual-frequency MW/RF mode, when both power sources are activated simultaneously.

A tuurbomolecular pump, backed by a rotary pump, is used to provide the base

pressure of 10-4Torr. During experiment, the working gas mixture was adjusted using
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Fig.2. 1 Schematic illustration of the experimental apparams.
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electronic mass flow controllers (0 - lOOsccm) and the desired pressure, measured by a

capacitance manometer, was controlled by an automatic throttling valve.

2. 2. 0ptical Spectrometers

2.2. 1.0ptical Multichannel Analyzer

Light emitted from the discharge is monitored through a silica window in the reactor

wall and recorded using a Princeton Instruments ST120 Optical Multichannel Analyser,

with a SPEX 1681C Spectrograph (see Fig. 2. 1). Emission from the discharge passes

through a variable-width vertical slit and a quartz lens (M. o), send it is focused on an optical

fiber. In the spectrograph, the light entering through a slit is directed by a 45° inirror M^ to

a collimating mirror (M2) to the grating (G) and mirror N3. From here, the spectmm is

imaged on the optical multichannel analyser, consisting of an array of 1024 intensified Si

diodes. All measurements were recorded and analysed using an AST286 computer. The

accessible spectral region of this OES is between 200 and 900nm. The gratings used in

this work usually allowed a resolution at 0.5nm, sufficient for most of our studies. In this

work a 50x50mm grating (model 3006-500) is employed, having a groove density of

300gr/mm. The central wavelength of light that passes through the spectrometer can be

changed by wavelength counter. This operation allows us to scan efficiendy over an

extended range.

In order to provide spadal resolution, the mirror Mo and opdcal fiber were mounted

on a movable plate placed in front of the plasma chamber window. Micrometrically

controlled lateral modon allowed us to sample the plasma at any location between the MW
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window and the RF electrode. The spatial resolution of this opdcal system, limited by the

numerical aperture of the optical fiber, was about 6mm.

2.2.2 Vacuum Ultraviolet Spectrometer

The VUV emission spectra were measured using an Acton Research Corporation

Model VM-502 Vacuum Monochromator. This instrument, with a focal length of 0. 2m, is

equipped with a coated grating and mirror. The radiation from the glow discharge is

introduced to the entrance slit of the spectrometer through a metal tube without any

window. To avoid the effect of VUV absorption in air and in window materials, the

spectroscopic system is evacuated independently by a turbomolecular pump. The

measurements have been performed in the range 1 lOnm ̂  X ̂  400nm, in Oz, Ar, and CHLt

plasmas, with a resolution of 0.4nm. The spectra were plotted using a Houston Instmment,

Model 4990 stnp chart recorder.



CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 The Effect of Actinometric Gases

For every type of plasma, suitable actinometric gases must be used. In order to

make an actmometry study of atomic oxygen and atomic hydrogen in the discharges of

oxygen and methane, the effects of three actinometers used most often in actinometry,

namely AT, N2, and He, have been studied in the following section.

3. 1.1 Oxygen Plasma

Three different actinometnc gases, Ar, N2, and He, were tested for the study of

[0]r in an Os plasma. Figure 3. 1 shows the ratios of emission intensides Io at 844.6nm

related to IAT at 750.4nm, to IN2 at 337. Inm, and to Ipe at 501. 6nm in MW, RF, and

MW/RF discharges, respecdvely. In this experiment total pressure p = 0.2Torr, and the

flow rates of 02 and of actmometer gas were 55sccm and 2sccm, respecdvely.

The emissions come from the plasma center. The acdnometnc rados IQ/IAZ, Io/lN2>

and VlHe are plotted in figure 3. 1(a) as a function of the MW power in the MW discharge.

In figure 3. 1(b) these rados are plotted as a function of RF power in the RF discharge,

while in the MW/RF discharge (figure 3. 1(c)), the three ratios are shown versus the MW

power at a constant RF power 150W.

From figure 3. 1, one notes that in all cases, the curves of IO/IAT and Io/lN2 are very

sunilar, while the trend of VlHe is different firom the other two curves.
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One restriction for the successful use of acdnometry is that the species and the

actinometer should have a similar threshold energy of excitation (see section 1.2. 1. 1). The

He line, Ipe at 501. 6nm, which has a high threshold energy of about 23eV, compared to

10. 99eV for 0, is therefore apparently not suitable to monitor [0]r in a Oz discharge. The

IAI and IN2 emission lines have thresholds of 13. 5eV and ll. leV, respecdvely, so they

appear to be good actinometers. In the following experiments, Ar is used as the main

actinometer since the transition data of the lAr(750.4nm) line are well known (49).

For reliable use of an actinometer, its addition should not change the properties of

the working gas. Therefore, only a small amount of actinometer could be added. To find

out the liimtation of actmometer addition amount, we perform experiments to examine the

effect of Ar addition into the oxygen plasma. The response of the atomic oxygen lines at

844. 6nm and at 777. Inm to Ar percentage is plotted in figure 3. 2, where the emission

intensides from these two lines are seen to remain constant, for [Ar] < 5%; following

which the oxygen einission decreases. Above 5%, the presence of Ar evidently affects the

properties of the 02 discharge. The experimental result is obtained in MW discharge at a

pressure of 0.2Torr and MW power 200W. According to this result, in all subsequent

experiments 4% Ar is used to Os plasma as actinometer.

3. 1.2 Methane Plasma

In order to study of the concentration of atomic hydrogen [ET| in the CH4 plasma

using actinometry, 4% of AT, N2 and He were added into GEL), plasma as the actmometers.

The relative concentration of atomic hydrogen [H]r is indicated by using the actinometnc

ratios of the hydrogen Balmer line Hoc (IH, 656. 3mn) to the Ar line (IAT, 750. 4nm), N3

(IN2. 337. 1nm), and He (Ine, 501.6nm) (see figure 3. 3), respectively. The experiment is
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performed at a constant pressure of 0.2Torr and MW power PMW 150W. While IH^AT and

IR/IN2 present similar trends, a remarkable deviation from this behavior can be noticed for

IH/IHC. As in secdon 3. 1. 1 for Os, the very high threshold energy of about 23eV causes the

actinometric ratio from He (506. Inm) to be unreliable in measuring [H]r, for which the

threshold is about 12.08eV. On the other hand, Ar and N2, whose respecdve excitation

energy thresholds (13.7eV and ll. leV) are close to that of Ha, are evidently good

actinometers for monitoring [H]r in CH4 discharges.

The effect of Ar and N2 actinometer percentage in CHLt is shown in figures 3.4 and

3.5, respecdvely. The values of IH increases when the percentage of AT or N2 exceeds 5%

in a 150W, 0.2Torr MW plasma, signaling profound changes in the discharge processes.

These effects will be discussed in section 4.2.

In the following study of [H]r in CH4 plasma, 4% of actinometers Ar (in N2/CH4)

or N2 (in Ar/CHLt) are used in MW, RF, and MW/RF discharges.

3.2 Actinometry of Oxygen Discharge

In this section, we study the relative atomic oxygen concentration in the oxygen

plasma. We have said that the reladon between the optical emission intensity and the

species concentration is quite complicated (see section 1.2. 1. 1). Usually, it is not the

emission intensity but the acdnometric ratio which varies directly with the species

concentration at a constant [Ar]. To see the difference between actinometric ratio, which

represents [0]r, and emission intensity, we plotted the 0 emission line Io at 844. 6nm and

actinometric ratio RZ = Io(844. 6nm)/lAr(750. 4nm) in figure 3. 6. Based on the

measurements mendoned in the section 3. 1. 1, 4% Ar has been chosen as the actmometer in

this study. The curves obtained here give the variation of Io at 844. 6nm and RZ as a
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function of MW power in MW discharge at total pressure 0.2Torr, and total flow rate

57sccm. Even though Io originates from atomic oxygen in the ground state, one notes an

obvious difference between the behaviors of Io and of IO/IAT. While Io increases linearly

with MW power, R2 is found to reach saturadon at about 500W. since Rz represents [0]r,

the emission intensity from the atomic oxygen line cannot be used as a measure of [0]r.

Typical eniission spectra from MW, RF, and MW/RF discharges in Oz with 4% Ar

are shown in figure 3.7, the observed transidons being summarized in Table 3. 1. These

spectra origmate from the plasma center. In the following studies, two actinometric rados

RI =Io(777.1nm)/lAr(750.4nm) and R2 = Io(844.6nm)/lAr(750.4nm) will be used to

indicate the relative concentration of atomic oxygen [0]r. RI and RZ as a funcdon of plasma

parameters including power, spatial position, pressure, and flow rate, have been

experimentally investigated.

3.2.1 The Effect of Microwave and RF Power

Figure 3. 8 shows how RI and R2 depend on the applied power in three excitadon

modes, namely MW, RF and MW/RF discharges. The results are obtained at a constant

pressure 0.2Torr and flow rate 57 seem (4% of Ar as a actinometer).

In MW discharge (figure 3.8a) the MW power PMW is varied from 100W to 700W.

In RF discharge (figure 3.8b) RF power Ppp is varied from 100W to 300W. And in

MW/RF discharge (figure 3.8e) PMW changes from 100W to 700W at a constant Ppp

=150W. As shown in figure 3.8, RI and RZ increase when more power is delivered to the

discharge; this applies to all three plasma types, namely pure MW (fiigure 3. 8a), RF (figure
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Table 3. 1 Species and transitions in 02 (4% AT as an actinometer) glow
discharge (Ref. 49)

Species Transition Wavelength
(nm)

Threshold
(eV)

0
0
Ar
AT
Ar
AT

3p 5p - 3s 5S
3p 3p - 3s 3S

4p'[3/2] - 4s [3/2]
4p'[l/2] - 4s'[l/2]
4p[3/2]-4s[3/2]-
4p [3/2] - 4s [3/2]

777.1
844.6
738.4
750.4
763.5
810.4

10.74
10. 99
13. 298
13.476
13. 168
13. 149
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3.8b), and MW/EUF (figure 3.8e). As can be seen, the trends ofRi and RS are identical in

aU cases.

3.2.2 The Effect of Position in the Reactor

In order to explore the spatial variation of emission intensity and [0]r, the

experiments are performed at a constant pressure of 0.2Torr and constant power level

(PMW = 150W in MW discharge, Ppp = 150W in RF discharge, and PMW/RF =

150W/150W in MW/RP discharge).

Typical spectra from Os/Ar (4%) discharges at different positions are shown in

figure 3.9. The dependence of RI and RZ as a function of the axial distance from the MW

applicator is shown in figure 3. 10. In both cases of the pure MW and RF plasma, emission

intensity and values of RI and R2 close to the power applicators (MW or RF) are relatively

higher, and decreases with distance (figures 3. 10a and 3. 10b),whUe in the MW/RF

discharge (figure 3. 10e), both emission intensity and RI and Rz exhibit a minimum values

at the center. In all cases, higher RI and Rz coincides with stronger emission intensities.

The idendcal trends of RI and Rz are also observed here.

3.2.3 The Effect of Pressure

The oxygen pressure at which the plasma is formed is also important to the

production of atomic oxygen. Regarding to the earlier discussion in section 1.2. 1. 1, the

normalized RI and R2 (which are defined as Ri/pA r and R2/pA r> respectively) are used as a

measure of [0]r in pressure dependence studies. The response of actinometric rados to
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oxygen pressure is illustrated in figure 3. 11. The experimental results shown there are

obtained for a constant power of 150W in MW and RF discharges, and power in MW/EtF

discharge is PMW/RF =150W/150W. In aU excitation modes, RI and RZ increase with 02

pressure po2- Here again the curves show that RI and RZ respond to a variation of po2 in

the same way.

3.2.4 The Effect of Flow Rate

Another parameter affecting the optimum condidons with respect to the generation

of atomic oxygen is the flow rate, at which the working gas is supplied to the plasma zone.

Therefore, its effect on [0]r has also been investigated in our work. As shown in figure

3. 12, within the range studied here (50-170sccm) no appreciable changes of Ri and RZ

have been observed in ati cases. This observation indicates that the variation of Oz flow rate

has not significant effect on [0]r in tMs range. Sinular to the above observations, identical

trends of Ri and RZ are also found here.

3.3 Actinometry of Methane Discharge

In this section, we study the atomic hydrogen concentration in the methane plasma.

Typical emission spectra from a CH4 discharges are presented in figure 3. 13. The

emission lines are identified in table 3. 2 and suinmarized together with the threshold

energies. Fu-st of all, let us examine the behavior of [H]r in the Ar/CHLt plasma. The effect

of Ar percentage on [H]r in this plasma becomes clear when we plot the graph shown in
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figure 3. 14, where N2 (4%) is used as an actinometer. [HJr is characterized by the

actinometric ratio RS = lH(656. 3nm)/lN2(337. 1nm) in this experiment at a pressure of

0. 2Torr. It can be seen in this figure that RS increases when more AT is added up to 30% in

all three excitadon discharge modes, namely MW, RF, and MW/RF. PMW is 150W in MW

discharge and Ppp is 150W in RF discharge. For the MW/RF discharge, both PMW and

PRF are 150W.

Next, we examine the behavior of [H]r in the N2/CH4 plasma at same condition as

in the above experiment. A similar situation is observed when N2 is added to the CH4 feed

gas and 4% Ar is used as an actmometer (see figure 3. 15), namely, higher N2 concentration

contributes to enhanced actinometric ratio R4 = lH(656.3mn)/[Ar(750.4nm), which is used

to characterize [HQr in this experiment.

From the above experimental results, the following conclusion can be reached: the

relative concentration of atoinic hydrogen [H]r, which is respecdvely represented by Rs and

R4, can be enhanced by the addidon ofAr or N3 into the CHLt plasma.
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Table 3.2 Species and transidons in CH4 glow discharge (Ref. 49)

Species Transition Wavelength
(nm)

Threshold
(eV)

CH
CH
CH
CH
CH+
Cs
C2
C2
HRlp
H,

a

B2S -> X2H
B2I -> X2II
A2A -> X2H
A2A -> X2H
A'n->x2s

Swan
Swan

Balmer

Balmer

387.1
388.9
431.4
438.5
422.5
405.0
473.7
516.5
486.1

656.3

3.21
2. 87
3. 18

2. 99

2.48
12.74

12. 08
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION

4. 1 Oxygen Plasma

Before we discuss individually the results in Chapter 3, let us consider some

fundamental processes in an oxygen discharge.

Consider first the formadon of atomic oxygen. In a low-pressure oxygen discharge,

the inain processes giving rise to the formation of atoinic oxygen are electi-on-impact

dissociation and electron-exdted dissociation (1):

e+02 -> 0+0+e (8)

e + 02 -> 02 * +e ->0+0 +e (9)

The cross sections of processes for electron-impact dissociation (equadon.8) and excited-

dissociation (equation. 9) are 2.25 x 10-18 cm2 and 3 x 10-20 cm2, respectively (1). Since

the cross secdon means the probability of a process, the process described by equation (8)

is the dominating process. Therefore, we assume that most of atomic oxygen arises from

the electron-impact dissociation.

Secondly, let us consider the recombination process of atomic oxygen. The loss of

atomic oxygen in the discharge proceeds via both homogeneous and heterogeneous

processes, namely volume recombination and wall recombination; respectively (1):

0+0volume->02 (10)

0+0 wall->02 (11)
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The rate constants for processes (10) and (11) are respecdvely characterized by the volume

and wall recombination coefficient Ky and y.

The third key process is excitation. The main excitation channels for opdcal

emission from a low-pressure oxygen plasma are (37):

e + O(ground)-> 0 * (excited state) + e (12)

e+ 02 -> O* +0+e (13)

where equations (12) and (13) describe electron-impact excitation and dissociative

excitation, respectively. The cross sections of these two processes depend on the particular

emission frequency and on the electron energy. For the 777. Inm ad 844. 6nm oxygen

emission lines used most often in the acdnometric technique, their maximum cross sections

for electron-unpact excitation are about one order of magnitude larger than those for

dissociadve excitadon (37). Consequendy, we can assume that these two emission lines

arise from the process described by equation (12) (i. e. electron-impact excitation).

The principal results of the actmometdc study of the oxygen discharge presented in

Chapter 3, can be summarized as follows:

(i) Trends in the actinometric ratios RI = Io(777. 1nm)/lAr(750. 4nm) and R2=

Io(844. 6nm)/lAr (750. 4nm) have been found to be idendcal. They can be used as a measure

of relative concentration of atomic oxygen [0]r;

(u) The actinometric rados RI and RZ increase with raising the power delivered to the

discharge, but the behaviors differ for the MW, RF, and MW/RF plasma excitation modes;

(iii) For each of the excitadon modes, RI and RZ display a distinct spatial position

dependence in the interelectrode region;

(iv) The values of RI and R2 increase monotonically with the oxygen pressure for each of

the three modes.

In the following, our experimental results will be compared with the data published

by other authors, and they will be discussed in the terms of the above-mendoned
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processes, namely dissociation, recombination, and excitadon under vanous experimental

condidons.

4. 1. 1 The Effect of Power Density

In this section, we will discuss our experimental results of power density

dependence and compare them with those reported by others.

Various plasma systems generally differ due to their design, and therefore direct

comparison of the effect of individual variables is very difficult. To be able to evaluate the

trend of the effect of electnc power it is convenient to use the power density, a parameter

defined here as the total power divided by volume of plasma.

To assure a reliable measurement, both actinometnc rados RI and RZ are used in our

work, and in all experiments, since both of them exhibit identical trends. Because Rz is

mostly used by others, we choose this quantity in the following discussion.

In figure 4. 1, we compare our actinometric ratio Rz from figure 3. 1 with

experimental results of Safari (44) for a MW cavity system, and ofAmorim et al. (38) for a

DC tubular system. We also show in this figure the dissociadon degree Y (=[0]/2[02])

determined by Bosisio et al. (50) in a large volume MW system, by Meams et al. (51) in a

MW cavity system, and by Amorim et al. (38) in a DC system.

As mentioned in section 1.2. 1, equation (6) defined the relation between Rz and the

concentradon of atomic oxygen [0]:

[0] - [Io(844. 6nm)/lAr(750. 4nm)] [Ar] (14)

i.e. [0] -^[Ar] (15)

Since the numerical value of the proportionality constant in this relation is unavailable, the

actinometric technique cannot provide the absolute value of [0]. We can only say that [0]

varies du-ecfly as RI at a constant [Ar], but we cannot determine its numerical value. This is
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the reason for that we can only get the reladve concentration of atomic oxygen [0]r from

this reladon.

Now, we start to discuss our results of Rz from figure 4. 1. We see that the curves

of RZ in our MW/RF (curve 1), RF (curve 2), and MW (curve 3). discharges present

different behaviors. R2CMW) (curve 3) is higher than its RF counterpart RzCRF) (curve 2)

at the same power density. To explain this observation, let us go back to the equations (8)

and (9), which describe the formation processes of atomic oxygen. The result suggests that

the electron density in MW plasma being higher (collisions occur more frequently), this

higher value of electron density ne results in higher [OJr. Since the value of ne in a MW

discharge is larger compared to an RF discharge at same power density (9), [0]r in the MW

discharge is higher than that in RF discharge. This means that the MW discharge is more

efficient in the formation of atoinic oxygen compared with RP discharge.

The situation is more complicated when the MW and the RP discharge are applied

simultaneously. In the data shown in figure 4. 1 for the MW/RF discharge (curve 1), RP

power was kept constant at 150W, and the MW power was increased from 50 to 700W.

The curve in figure 4. 1 shows what occurs when we increase power density by adjusting

MW power at constant RF power: R2<MW/RF) rises with power density. This is because

also He rises with power density and so does [0]r. When we compare the slopes of

R2(MW/RF) with that of R2(MW) or R2(RF), we can see the more rapid increasing in

R2(MW/RF). This is correlated with the higher etch rate of polyimide m the MW/RF

oxygen plasma (52). In earlier discussion, we have said that the electoron density He would

affect the value of R^ and we also know that the value of R2 m the MW discharge is higher

than that in the RF discharge at same power density. However, if we want to compare Rz

in different discharge modes, the knowledge ofne as a function of power density in these

three discharge modes is needed. The ion flux in the MW/RF discharge has been measured

in this laboratory (19). Its value is found to be higher than that in the MW discharge at
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fixed power. But the variation of Ue at various power density values in these three

discharge modes is nor known and further study in this subject is suggested.

We know that RZ is an indirect measure of [0], and represents its relative values

[0]r. The direct way to test if R2 is consistent with the real behavior of [0] is to measure

the absolute value of [0]. If we find that the trend of Rz is consistent with [0] from the

absolute measurement, we would then naturally think it is correct. To determine the

absolute value of [0], VUV and titration measurements can be employed. More details

about these techniques are described in section 1.2. 1.2. However, the measurements could

not be performed in our laboratory.

On the other hand, we can confirm the reliability of our results by comparison of RZ

with actinometric results of Amorim et al. (38) (curve 4 in figure 4. 1) and Safari (44)

(curve 5 in figure 4. 1); their results have been confirmed by VUV measurement. From

figure 4. 1, it can be seen that our results exhibit a similar trend as those observed by them

for different discharge modes and geometries: with increasing power density, the

actinometric ratio rises. In agreement with the results confirmed by the VUV measurement,

our result should be reliable.

With the aid of the behavior of dissociadon degree Y of molecular oxygen, we can

see another evidence of this reliability. The studies of Y have been performed by Amorim et

al. (38) (curve 6), by Bosisio et al. (50) (curve 7), and by Meams et al. (51) (curve 8).

From figure 4. 1, it can be seen that Y detemiined by them presents comparable behavior

with the trend of our actmometnc ratio: Y rises with the power density. Nodce that Y is

defined as [0]/2[02]. The increasing of Y indicates us that [0] rises directly with power

density. This agrees with our observadon again.
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4.1.2 The Effect of Position in the Reactor

The axial profiles of both the emission intensity (figure 3. 9) and the actinometnc

ratio (figure 3. 10) reveal spatial variadon for MW, RF, and MW/RF discharges. To

understand our observadons let us now consider the dissociation and the excitation

described by equations (8), (9), (12), and (13). We can find that aU these processes are

caused by the electron collisions with atomic and molecular oxygen. In the plasma, it is

electnc field E (defined as the electnc force field on one positive elementary charge) which

accelerates the electrons. In the region where E is stronger, the electrons move faster and

colUde with species more frequently. Thus, the collision would break apart the molecular

oxygen effectively; and also excite atomic and molecular oxygen more often.

Consequently, the emission intensity and [0]r should be high in the region of high E

values.

From above discussion, we can find that the E is very important to the dissociadon

and excitation processes. Fmding a reasonable explanation for our observations is related to

the spatial variation of E in MW, RF, and MW/RF discharges. To find the complete shape

of E is more complicated, but we can only approximate its distribution in the axial

direction based on previous studies by others: according to Bosisio et al. (50), the highest

value of E in the MW discharge appears near the MW window, and its magnitude faUs with

the axial distance d. The distribution ofE in the RF discharge was studied by OeMch-Hill

et al. (53), and also by Haverlag et al. (54). Their investigations point out that the higher

value of E is located in front of RF cathode. Considering that E in MW/RF discharge is

determined by the combinadon of that of MW and RF, it is not hard to understand that its

higher values should be located near both the MW window and the RF cathode.
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As we ah-eady mendoned, the stronger E would cause high emission intensity and

efficient dissociation. This is the reason for that the highest values of the emission intensity

and the actinometnc ratio are located near the MW window and RF cathode in aU cases.

In summary, then, when E in MW, RF, and MW/RF discharges along with the

axial direction is not uniform, we observe that both emission intensity and actinometric

ratios RI and RZ are spatially non-umform in this direction. The maximum values of them

in all excitadon modes are corresponding to the higher values of E.

4.1.3 The Effect of Oxygen Pressure

Now we examine the dependence of actmometric ratio on the oxygen pressure poi.

According to Cobum and Chen (33), the normalized actinometnc ratio to the actinometer's

partial pressure (i.e. pA r 
in our case) should be used as a measure of [0]r in a pressure

dependence study. In our case, we use the normalized values of RI and RZ (i.e. Ri and RZ

divided by pAr) to indicate [0]r. Just as 0-844.6nm is most often used by others, we

choose normalized RZ in the following comparison. Figure 4.2 shows the effect ofpo2 on

normalized RZ in our work; and also the actinometric rados of Booth et al. (45), Joubert et

al. (12), and Safari (44). 0-844. 6nm is used by all these authors; expect that Safari used

Ar-811. 5nm instead of Ar-750. 4nm in his actmometric ratio. It can be seen that the value of

actinometric ratios increase with poi in all cases. Our data (curves 1, 2, and 3), which

cover the pressure range firom 0. 1 to 0.6Torr, correspond qualitatively to the actinometric

rados of Joubert et al. (12) (curve 4) for an ECR system from 10-4 to 2 x 10-4 Torr, and of

Safari (44) (curve 7) for a MW cavity system at pressures between 1 to 4 Torr.

To examine the effect of po2 on [0]r, it is useful to examine equations (12) and

(13), which described the formation processes of atomic oxygen in an oxygen plasma. It is
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easy to recognize that the formadon of atomic oxygen is also affected by the concentration

of molecular oxygen [02] in the chamber. Since raising [03] also raises the occurrence of

formation processes of atomic oxygen. The concenti-ation of atomic oxygen [0] is then

enhanced. [02] must rise if po2 increases (this is Boyle's law). So we can say that[0]

should increase with poz. Therefore, the rising of normalized actinometric ratio, which

represents [0]r, with poz is reasonable. It can be seen that the ti-ends of Rz in the three

discharge modes (i. e. the slopes of Curves 1, 2, and 3) agree with the power density

dependence at fixed pressure. The higher power density causes the rapid increasing of [0]r.

Since the measurements are performed at a constant power density, the values of [0]r.

cannot increase without limit: saturation is indeed observed in the MW discharge (curve 3)

due to its lower power density.

The data of dissociadon degree Y (= [0]/2[02]) from Kaufman (55) fits weU with

OUT results. It follows his experiments (curve 8) that Y increases with raising po2. Since the

higher value of Y means higher [0] (we can understand this point from above definidon of

Y). This agrees also with our results.

Using actinometnc ratio as a measure of [0]r cannot be extended to aU experimental

condidons. An example is the experiment of Booth et al. (45) (see curves 5 and 6 in figure

4. 2). In their ECR system using a pure oxygen discharge at pressures from 0.001 to 0.006

Torr, the actmometnc ratios are found poorly correlated with [0] as detemiined from VUV

measurements. In fact, their Y data (see curve 9) show a decrease with pressure, in contrast

to the above-mentioned results of Safari. The real reason why the actinometnc ratio fails in

their case is not very clear. One possible explanation is that the motion of electrons in an

ECR system is different from a MW cavity system (44). The behavior of electrons due to

the external magnetic field in an ECR system is more complex; and it depends on the

distnbution of the electric and magnetic fields in the plasma chamber, which has not been

discussed by the authors in any more detail.
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So far we have discussed the effect of oxygen pressure po2 on the formation

processes of atomic oxygen. We found that the normalized Rz values rise with po2, since

an enhanced pressure can accelerate the dissociation processes(see equations (8) and (9)).

Our results can be confirmed by the observadon by Kaufman. His data for Y agree with

our results.

p02 will affect the recombination processes: at high pressure the recombination

processes become faster due to the rismg collision frequency. Thus, the loss rate of atomic

oxygen rises with poz. The two most likely recombinadon process of atomic oxygen are

given by equations (10) and (11). In general, it is difficult to ascertain which one of

equations (10) and (11) is most important. One of the reasons is that the coefficient rate Ky

of equadon (10) strongly depends on the experimental conditions, and 7 of equadon (11)

depends on the material of the wall. The literature (1, 55, 56) shows that Ky lies scattered

in the region from 4.5 x 107 to 3.2 x 1015 mole-2 cm6 see-1; and y is from 10-5 to 10-2sec-1

for silica. No y values of stainless steel and aluminum (used in our case) could be found.

For this reason, we cannot give a quantitative estimation about the recombination of atomic

oxygen. In our large volume discharge system, the volume recombination process should

be more important compared with that m a long tube system, where the wall recombination

process is the main recombination process. Further study in this field would be useful.

4. 1.4 The Validity of Actinometric Results

The key assumpdon involved in the actinometri technique is that the dominating

excitation channel for main species (atomic 0 in our case) and actinometer is electron-

impact excitation. This means that only if RI and R2 arise from equation (12), they can be

used as a good measure of [0]r.
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In the following discussion we first focus our attention on the general excitation

mechanism of the acdnometric ratio R(= VlAr); then we will discuss the special conditions

for RI and R2.

Li general, the main exdtation channels in an oxygen plasma are given by equations

(12) and (13). Usually, both these processes contribute to the actinometric ratio R (61):

R = lo/lAr = C[0]/[Ar] + C'[02]/[Ar] (16)

where the first term on the right represents the contdbution from electron-impactexcitation

of atoinic oxygen, and the second term represents the contribution from dissociative

excitation of molecular oxygen. Since the acdnometric technique is valid only if R arises

firom electron-impact excitation, it can only be used when the dissociadve excitation process

is negUgible. This is the principal limitation of the actinometnc technique.

In the following we wUl examine whether the process of dissociadve excitation can

be neglected for our actmometnc ratios RI and RZ. The values of RI and RS are determined

from 0-777. Inm, 0-844. 6nm, and Ar-750. 4nm lines intensities, respectively. The Ar-

750.4nm arises from electron-impact excitation (36). So to find out if 0-777. Inm and 0-

844.6nm also come from the same process, one can compare the cross section for

dissociative excitation with that of electron-impact excitation. If the former one is smaller

compared with the latter one, the corresponding process can be neglected. Figure 4.3

shows the cross sections of these two lines. We can note that the cross sections of electron-

impact excitation for 0-777. Inm and 0-844. 6nm are much larger than that of dissociative

excitation, in particular at low electron energy level (<20eV). For our low-pressure plasma,

the average electron energy is less than 20eV. Since all lines involving Ri and Rz, namely

Ar-750. 4nm, 0-777. Inm, and 0-844. 6nm, originate from electron-impact excitation, of

course, RI and Rz should also arise from this process and both Ri and R2 provide reliable

measurements of [0]r.
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Several previous studies (40,41,55) agree with this conclusion. For instance,

Amorim et al. (41) tested the validity of RI and Rz as a measure of [0]r by using VUV

measurement. Their result shows that the trends of both RI and R2 are well correlated with

that of [0] obtained from VUV measurement

We summarize, then, the whole situation as follows: to estimate the concentration of

atomic oxygen [0], we use actinometnc ratios RI and R2 as a measure of [0]r. We assume

that both of RI and R2 are mainly determined by the electron-impact excitadon. This

assumption is reasonable in theory, and it has been well tested in several previous

experiments. Since it can be relied upon, our results are reliable. Identical trends of RI and

RZ show that each ratio can be used independently as a measure of [0]r.

4.2 Methane Plasma

We shaU now discuss our results for atomic hydrogen concentration in methane

plasma, which is determined by the actinometnc ratios RS (=lH(656.3nm)/lN2(337. 1mn)) or

R4 (=lH(636.5mn)AAr(750.4nm)), respectively.

Let us begin with the results shown in figure 3. 16 where we plot RS, which is used

as a measure of [HJrin Ar/CKU plasma. Here N2 is used as an actinometer. It can be seen

that RS rises with the percentage of AT in aU excitation modes, i.e. [H] increases.

Now, we wiU examine the role of argon in CHLt plasma. Argon, with no rotadonal

or vibrational degrees of freedom, can only be excited by electrons with sufficient energy.

Its first excited state is 11.5eV. In Ar/CH4 plasmas, the energy transferred from metastable

argon to methane is sufficient to cause several bonds to break. The following channels are

open to dissipate 11.5eV (62):

CH4 -> CHs + H (4.4eV)
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->CH2+H2(4. 8eV)

-->C+2H2(8. 0eV)

->CH+H2+H(9. 1eV)

-> CH2+2H (9. 3eV)

The molecular hydrogen can also be dissociated by the electron-impact process. Therefore,

argon enhances [H]r in the methane plasma due to above dissociation processes. Some

experimental results fit with this conclusion (2, 62). For instance, the previous work in this

laboratory (2) on Ar/CH4 plasma used for a C:H film deposition shows that more DLC

characterisdcs are observed when Ar is added to CHLt. This is due to the presence of atomic

H which favors the formation of sp3 type of bonding by a enhanced etch removal of the sp2

hybridization. This is further confirmed by infra-red spectroscopy. The experimental result

therefore confirm a rise m [H]r.

Now, let us examine what happens when N2 is added into CH4 plasma, here, Ar is

used as an actmometer. Figure 3. 17 shows that R4, which is used as a measure of [H]rin

N2/CH4 plasma, increases when more N2 is added. This is because tfaat N3 can involve

several machanisms of [H] generation by the following reacdons (63):

CH4 + N2* --> HCN + NHs

CH4+N ->HCN+H2+H

CHs+N -->HCN+H2(or2H)

CH4 + H-> CHs+H2(or 2H)

These results show that N2 and N also have an effect on the H atom concentradon

in the N^CHLt plasma.

The above results indicate that the decomposidon of methane is promoted when AT

or N2 are added. This is associated with the energy transfer processes from species added

to methane. Similar trends are observed for all three types of plasma, MW, RF, and
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MW/RF. Here, we also should note that [H]r would tend to saturate when adding more Ar

or N2 due to the fixed power density and a constant pressure.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

In the present work the actmometric technique has been used for the analysis of low

pressure plasma. The set-up employed aUows to perform measurements in three types of

discharge modes, namely MW, RF, and MW/RF. The optical muldchannel analyzer,

equipped for spadal resolution, is used to monitor the opdcal emission spectra from these

three excitation modes. The suitable actinometric rados are used as a measure of the relative

concentrations of the main species, namely [0]r and [H]r, particularly under conditions

used in etching (oxygen plasma) and deposidon (methane plasma).

In the fast part of this work we have confirmed that AT and N2 can be used as

actinometers, while He has a too high excitation threshold energy, and therefore cannot be

used as an acdnometer in OUT case.

We have then systemadcally evaluated the effect of different plasma parameters

(power, pressure, flow rate) on the concentration of atomic oxygen in the oxygen plasma.

The results show that the value of [0]r, which is respectively determined by the ratios of 0

emission lines at 777. Inm and 844. 6nm to Ar line at 750. 4nm, would be raised as the

results of increasing the applied power (or power density) and pressure. We have also

evaluated [0]r as a function of position within the plasma zone: it has been found that non-

uniform distribudon of applied MW and RF fields leads to the corresponding [0]r

distribution in the three excitation modes.

We have demonstrated the two different 0 emission lines (777. Inm and 844. 6nm)

can be successfully used as the measure of [0]r. This has been correlated with other

published data.
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In the last part of this work we invesdgated [H]r in the methane plasma. We have

demonstrated the beneficial role of adding Ar or N2 to CH4 to enhance dissociadon of CHi

, leading to a higher amount of [H]r. This correlated well with the previous work from this

laboratory on the growth of a C:H films in MW/RF plasma.

By successfully measuring [0]r and [HJr, our work shows that the actinometry is a

useful method to monitor the relative concentration of species under consideradon in the

plasma diagnostic techniques.
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APPENDIX I

VACUUM ULTRAVIOLET SPECROSCOPY

As mentioned in secdon 1. 1, low pressure plasma can be used for modificadon of

polymeric surfaces. Dunng such treatment, three different effects can contribute to the

modified surface chemical and physical properdes; namely (i) chemical reaction with acdve

species, (ii) ion-bombardment, and (iii) radiation in the UV and VUV regions.

These three effects act simultaneously, and their individual contribudon to the

surface properties is not yet well understood.

The role of UV and VUV radiadon can be studied using opdcal filters to aUow only

a portion of the spectral range above the cut-off wavelength to illuminate the polymeric

surface (Refs. 1. 1 and 1.2). Such a study has been performed in this laboratory using N3

and NHs plasmas (Ref. 1. 3). In the following, the spectra in the UV and VUV regions are

shown for gases which are used for surface modification and coating of polymers. This

experiments involve the analysis of the VUV radiation from 02,  N4, AT, Hz, and N3 in

MW, RF and MW/RF discharges. In all experiments the gas pressure is O. lTorr and the

total flow rate is 55sccm; the RF and MW power is 150W, and the combination of 150W

RF and 150W MW power is used for the MW/E^F discharge.

In the foUowing cases, the identificadon of wavelengths (see Table A.I. 1) are made

mainly from the published works of Pearse and Gaydon (Ref. 1.4) and Samson (Ref. 1.5).

Figure A. 1. 1 shows the UV and VUV spectra in the oxygen plasmas. In oxygen,

the radiation is mainly due to the atomic line at 130. 5nm. The weak line from oxygen at

115. 2nm can be observed. The impurity line from hydrogen at 121. 5nm (Lyman a line),
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and the line from OH at 308.9nm can also be observed. The few number of lines from

about 158-Onm to 182.0nm can not be identified so far. The most intense spectrum is

obtained in the MW/RF discharge. However, the peaks are weaker in MW than in RF

plasma. Notice that the amplitude scale is logarithmic; the peak value rado of the 0

130.5nm resonance line are IMW/RF/IMW = 4.4 and IRF/IMW = 2.9.

Figure A. 1.2 shows the UV and VUV spectra from methane plasmas, where we

again observe that MW/EUP plasma yields the most intense radiation, while the radiation in

RF plasma is slightly higher than that in its MW counterpart For example, the calculadon

of the most intense peak value in CH4 discharge shows that IMW/RF/IMW = 4, and IRP/IMW

= 1. 18. The identified lines in the CHLt spectrum are CHs lines at 149.9nm and 138.6nm;

the hydrogen Lyman a line at 121.5nm. The major lines remain unidentified in CH4

because only few identified wavelength data are available in the literature.

Figure A. 1.3 shows the UV and VUV spectra in Ar discharge, where the intensities

of RF emissions are again seen to be larger than that of their MW counterpart. However,

the MW/RF emissions are somewhat weaker than RF emisson in this case. The

experimental data show that the RF bias in MW/RF discharge is by about 100V lower than

that in RF discharge at same RF power level. This fact suggests that the RF bias affects

stirongly the emission mtensity. In argon, the radiadon is mainly due to the AT lines, which

are listed in Table A.I. 1. Although the hydrogen line at 125-lnm and atomic oxygen line at

130.5nm can be observed. There are considerable number of lines, from 140-Onm to

220.0nm, which remain unidentified.

The UV and VUV spectra of H2 and N2 are shown in Figures A. 1.4 and A. 1. 5,

respectively. Similarly to results above, RF plasma yields more intense radiadon than MW.

But, there is no significant increase in intensity for the MW/RF case in comparison with

RF (for N3, there even is a decrease in region 200-250nm). The RF bias is also found to
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decrease somewhat in the MW/KF case compared with pure RF at equal RF power. In

hydrogen, there is a well known emission line in VUV region; the Lyman a line at

121.5nm, which is very intense in all cases in present e^qieriment. The most intense atomic

nitrogen line observed in nitrogen is 120-Onm. The major radiation is mainly due to the

molecular nitrogen, and the most intense emission characteristics are listed in Table A.L1.

In the UV and VUV radiadon studies, systematic work is necessary to address the

following issues: (i) identify the UV emission lines of gases used for plasma processing

(ii) parametdc study of UV radiation.
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Table A.I. l. Positions of emission features in different plasmas:
02, CH4, AT, N2, and N2 (1.4,5).
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Qz
(nm)

CH4
(nm)

Ar
(nm)

H2
(nm)

N2
(nm)

115. 2(0) 138. 6(CH3)
130.5(H) 149. 9(CH3)
121.5(H) 121. 5(H)
308.9(OH)

104. 8(Ar)
106.7(Ar)
307.9(Ar)
309.3(Ar)
338. 3(Ar)
403. 8(Ar)
415. 9(Ar)
420. 1 (AT)
425. 9(Ar)
121.5(H)
130.5(0)

121. 5(H) 120.0(N)
149. 2(Nz)
174. 5(Nz)
205. 9(N2)
215. 3(N2)
236. 6(N2)
247. KN2)
259. 2(N2)
296. 2(Nz)
315. 9(N2)
337. KNz)
353. 6(N2)
357. 6(Nz)
371. 0(N2)
375. 5(N2)
380. 4(N2)
399. 8(Nz)
405. 9(N2)
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APPENDIX II

MEASUREMENT OF THE TAIL ELECTRON

TEMPERATURE

11.1 Model

For a low pressure discharge, the predominant excitation channel for emission is

direct electron impact on ground-state species (Refs. II. 1-11.3). The equation (1) is

rewntten as

e+X-^X*+e when e > Eih (11. 1)

Where X* indicates an excited electronic state of species X. The de-excitation of these

species is postulated to occur radiadvely, i.e.

X* ^X+hv (11. 2)

At steady state, the measured emission intensity Ix of a particular spectral line at

transition frequency Vx arising from excited state species X* is given by (Ref. II.4):

I, =Nhv, ne^<oV>,
ZA, (11. 3)

where N is neutral atom density, He is electron density. Ax is transition probability, Vx is

transition frequency. The term <oV)x is given by
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<aV)^%)o, (e) ^ de
(11. 4)

From equations C0.3) and (11.4), we can obtain the optical emission intensity ratio for two

lines arising from the transitions i->j and i->l of the same atomic system

^
^

. «.

Vjfa. Aju, ̂  Ai^ J fl:e) <?"(£) \/ ^ d!

VuxAiuS^Aj^l %)0j^e)-
m<j J^ T ~-c ai.5)

For a particular emission line, the transidon frequency Vx(i, j, i) and the probability Ax(i, j,m)

in equation (11.5) are constant. The standard method of spectroscopically measuring

electron temperature using the line intensity ratio in a plasma is to replace equation (H.5)

with Alien's calculated result, in which case the line ratio becomes (RefJt. 3):

i2 =f^y-5?lIKfljxAj"'"SAlmx io5040(^yTc

^x l£jx; ^jixfiixAu, £. Aj^
[n^J"Jmx (H. 6)

The mam differences between equadons (11.5) and (H.6) are: (i)the excitadon cross section

is considered as a function of electron energy in equation (H. 5), and (ii) electrons with

energies above the integral limit Eih contdbute to the intergradon in equation (11.5), so that

the rado of emission intensity given by equadon (11.5) only depends on tail electron

energies, i.e. the tail electron temperature. It is known that electron temperature cannot be

determined from measured spectral line intensities without assuming the type of

equilibrium in the discharge plasma (Ref. 11. 3). The complete theory' of a low pressure

discharge would mvolve the problem of solving the Boltzman equation. But a simple and

frequendy employed alternative is to assume that the electrons have a Maxwellian

distnbudon. We make this assumption here, that is, we do not consider the EEDF between
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MW and RF plasma to be different. Based on the assumption ofMaxweUian distnbution,

equadon (11. 5) allows us to calculate the emission intensity ratio as a funcdon of the value

of the tail electron temperature T^t). Comparing this theoretical emission intensity ratio with

the experimental results measured by OES, we can then obtain the reladonship between T^t)

and plasma parameters.

11.2 Results and Discussion

The experimental MW, RF and MW/RF discharges spectra of argon are shown in

Figure A.2. 1. Table A.H. 1 shows the emission lines in wavelength region of 600-850nm

from an argon plasma.

Figure A.2.2 shows the calculated results of optical emisssion intensity ratios,

which are determined by eq. (H. 5), of different argon line ratios, i.e. 800. 6nm/840. 8nm,

800.6nni/826.5nm and 810.3nm/840.8nm. The excitation probabilities are taken from the

Ref. H. 5, and excitadon cross section from Refs.H.6 and 11.7. This calculadon result gives

the reladonship of emission intensity ratio and T^t). With OES, the emission intensity ratio

can be measured as a function of plasma parameters, such as power, pressure, etc.

Comparison of the values of measured rado and the calculadon one in Figure A. 2.2, the

relationship of T^) and plasma parameters can be decided. Using this method, the T^t) as a

function of MW power, RF bias, pressure, and axial position is measured as foUows:

Figure A. 2. 3(a) shows T^ as a function of MW power. We can find that T^t)

increases as the MW power increaes. Figure A.2.3(b) shows T^)as a funcdon of VB (-VB

is RF-induced negative bias) in RF discharge. Similar increase is found with rising VB

values.
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Fig. A.2. 1 Optical emission spectra of AT under MW, RF, and MW/RF conditions.
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Table A.H. 1 Species and transitions in an AT glow discharge
(Ref. H5)

Species Transition

Ar
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
Ar
Ar
Ai

4p'[3/2]
4P'E1/23
4p'[3/2]
4p'[l/2]
4P E3/2]
4p [3/2]

. 4p'[l/2]
4p [3/2]
4p [3/2]
4p'[l/2]
4p'[l/2]

-4s [3/2]
-4s [3/2]
- 4s [3/2]
- 4s'[l/2]
. 4s [3/2]
. 4s [3/2]
-4s'~[l/2]
. 4s [3/2]
. 4s [3/2]
-4s'[1/2]
. 4s'[l/2]

Wavelength
(nm)

714.7
727.3
738.4
750.4
763.5
772.4
794.8
800.6
810.4
826.5
840.8

Threshold
(eV)

13.279
13.324
13. 298
13.476
13. 168
13. 149
13.279
13. 168
13. 149
13.324
13.298
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The dependence of T^)on Ar gas pressure is shown in Figure A. 2.4. It can be seen

that T^ drops with the increasing pressure in both MW (Figure A.2.4(a)) and RF (Figure

A.2.4(b)) plasmas.

Figure A. 2.5 shows the dependence of Tf) on axial position from the MW

applicator. T§) tends lower near the RF electrode in MW plasma (see Figure A. 2.5(a)). On

the contrary to the MW plasma, T^t) becomes higher close to RF electrode in RF plasma

(see Figure A. 2.5(b)). Figure A. 2.5(c) shows T^)in MW/RF discharge, spadal profile of

T^ is different from pure MW or RF plasma, due to the different power coupling way.

Now, we discuss our results. Figure A. 2. 3 shows that T^t) increases with the

absorb power. The increasing of excitadon power would enhance the electron absorpdon

of energy. The physical interpretation of this phenomenon is the following: as the power

increases, the field strength increases. The result is that the collision frequencies of

excitation and ionization become larger. Since electrons absorb energy by inelastic

collisions, the increase in the collision frequency causes that the electrons gain more kinetic

energy, and therefore T^t) also increases.

The relationship between the average power absorbed per electron 9 (see Ref.H.8)

and pressure has been calculated by Ferreira et al (Ref. E[. 9). For Ar discharge under RF

condition, their results show that 6 decreases with the increasing pressure for a given

power. Recently, experimental results of Moisan et al. (Ref. H. 8) verified this theoredcal

predictions. Moisan et al. have also shown that a similar behaviour is obtained when the

excitation frequency varies from DC to 2.45GHz. In this work the decrease of T^) in RF

and MW discharges with pressure is believed to be due to a decrease in the average power

absorbed per electron. Decrease of Tf with increasing pressure was also found in RF and

ECR plasmas (Refs. H. 10 and H. 11).
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Fig.A. 2.4 Te<1) as a function of Ar pressure. Axial distance from
MW applicator d=4. 8cm. (a)MW discharge with power 60W (b)RF
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In the spatial dependence study, the point to be made in this experiment is that the

Te(l) reaches Ae maximum corresponding to the strong electnc field location.

To study the temperature of these energedc electrons depend on further

development of the energedc electron model and the measurement method. OES is one of

the useful approaches in this area.

In Figures A.2.3, A.2.4, and A.2.5, the results come from different emission line

ratios of argon; however, they show a similar dependence on the plasma parameters. We

have reason to think that the measurement method described above is a sensitive way to

study the temperature of tail electron group of 2-EGM in plasma. This can be understood

by examining the excitation mechnism (see section 1.2.2). When the main excitation

channel for emission is direct electron impact on ground state species, equations (H. l),

(11. 2), and (H. 3) hold, and T^> can be determined from the line intensity ratio given by

equadon (IL5'). Note that the term <oV>x given by equation (H.4) is significant only when

electrons have energies above the excitation threshold (which is associated with the term

f(e)0x(e) , and Ox(e) has a value only when 8 > Eih), the tail electron group is the main

contribution to the excitation processes. Therefore, the informadoa given by opdcal

einission intensity comes from tail electrons.

This model also depends on the knowledge of EEDF. The EEDF of Ar under MW

and RF conditions has been calculated by Ferreira et al. in Ref. It.9, respectively. The

results show that the EEDF of MW case is different from that of RF and both of them

deviate from a Maxwellian distribution. So far, there is no EEDF for MW/RF available. In

the present experiment we assume that all three types of discharges (MW, RF, and

MW/RF) have the Maxwellian distribution. The difference of their EEDF is not taken into

account. At this stage, we can not use the numeric data of EEDF given by references



mentioned above. The main reason is that the mathematical expression of EEDF must be

known in our calculation. For the further development of this method, the depedence of

EEDF upon the operating parameters is suggested to be measured. And the curve fitting

can be done to find the expression of EEDF, which then can be used instead of a

Maxwellian distribution in equadon H.5.
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